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(54) SYSTEM FOR STEERING STEERABLE WHEELS OF A TRAILER

(57) The invention relates to a system for steering
steerable wheels of a trailer, comprising at least one hy-
draulic element for absorbing a movement of a vehicle
pulling the trailer, which hydraulic absorbing element is
connected for signal generation to a hydraulic control cir-
cuit. The steering system further comprises at least one
hydraulic operating element connected to the control cir-
cuit and acting on a steerable wheel, and means con-
nected to the hydraulic control circuit for actively steering
the steerable wheels, which active control means com-
prise a pump. The control circuit can here comprise at

least one pressure-relief valve arranged between the at
least one absorbing element and the at least one oper-
ating element and at least one controllable non-return
valve arranged between the pump of the active control
means and the at least one operating element, wherein
the at least one pressure-relief valve and the at least one
controllable non-return valve are integrated.

The invention further relates to a trailer in which such
a steering system is applied and to a hydraulic control
circuit for use in such a steering system.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a system for steering
steerable wheels of a trailer, comprising at least one hy-
draulic element for absorbing a movement of a vehicle
pulling the trailer, which hydraulic absorbing element is
connected for signal generation to a hydraulic control cir-
cuit, at least one hydraulic operating element connected
to the control circuit and acting on a steerable wheel and
means connected to the hydraulic control circuit for ac-
tively steering the steerable wheels, which active control
means comprise a pump. Such a steering system is
known, for instance from the earlier patent of applicant
NL 1029912 C2.
[0002] The known steering system, which is applied
particularly in semi-trailers and trailers, comprises two
hydraulic cylinder/piston combinations on the front side
of the semi-trailer or trailer. In the case of a semi-trailer
these cylinder/piston combinations can be connected to
a fifth-wheel coupling of a tractive vehicle such that a
movement of the fifth-wheel coupling, when the tractive
vehicle changes direction, results in retracting or extend-
ing of the pistons. In a trailer the cylinder/piston combi-
nations can be connected to a rotatable axle assembly
on the front side which is connected to the tractive vehicle
via a pole. The cylinder/piston combinations can be in-
corporated in a hydraulic circuit which extends from the
front side of the semi-trailer or trailer to the steerable rear
wheels. Likewise arranged at the position of these wheels
are cylinder/piston combinations which are operatively
connected to the steerable wheels. Through a suitable
connection of the cylinder spaces on the different sides
of the pistons, a displacement of the pistons on the front
side of the semi-trailer or trailer is converted to a dis-
placement of the pistons at the steerable rear wheels. In
this manner a steering movement is imparted to the rear
wheels, whereby the semi-trailer or trailer follows the
tractive vehicle precisely during travel and the manoeu-
vrability of the combination of tractive vehicle and semi-
trailer or trailer is improved.
[0003] In addition to automatic following of the change
in direction of the tractive vehicle, the known steering
system is also configured to be able to impart to the
wheels of the semi-trailer or trailer a steering movement
which is desirable for a determined manoeuvre and which
does not correspond to the steering movement which
would follow from the respective position of the tractive
vehicle or the front axle assembly of the trailer. The semi-
trailer or trailer can thus be readily manoeuvred in order
to for instance pick up or unload a cargo. Steering cor-
rections can also be carried out in this manner, for in-
stance while driving over a roundabout. For this purpose
the steering system is further provided with a user-oper-
ated pump and a system of controllable valves, through
which hydraulic liquid can be pumped in a desired direc-
tion through the circuit in order to force the steerable
wheels into a determined position.
[0004] A problem which occurs in such hydraulic steer-

ing systems is that the pressure prevailing therein can
vary considerably due to outside influences. A change in
the ambient temperature in particular has immediate con-
sequences for the pressure of the hydraulic liquid in the
circuit. According to data from applicant the average
pressure change in steering systems thus amounts to 40
bar per 7° of temperature difference. This has the result
that, when a trailer is parked outside for some time at low
temperatures, the hydraulic pressure can have de-
creased from a set nominal value to a fraction thereof.
When however the pressure in the steering system falls
too low, the hydraulic liquid becomes somewhat com-
pressible due to the presence of air in this liquid. This
results in less stable steering behaviour; the steering
movement becomes less precise and can be affected by
for instance unevenness in the road or rutting, which can
result in dangerous situations. This compressibility dis-
appears when the trailer has been driven around for a
time, wherein the temperature of the hydraulic liquid once
again increases.
[0005] An associated problem is that steering systems
of this type must be provided by law with a warning sys-
tem which draws the attention of the user to malfunctions
in the hydraulic circuit by means of for instance a light
signal. Such a warning system responds to pressure loss
but also to a pressure decrease in the circuit caused by
low outside temperatures. Since this situation often oc-
curs in practice every winter morning, after the vehicle
has been stationary for a night at low temperature, there
is a risk that after a while the user will no longer take any
notice of the warning, which can result in hazardous sit-
uations in the case of actual malfunctions.
[0006] Therefore proposed in said patent NL 1029912
C2 is a steering system of the type described in the pre-
amble wherein these problems do not occur. The system
according to this older patent is provided with biasing
means connected to the hydraulic circuit for bringing the
circuit to a determined bias during travel with the trailer.
These biasing means comprise a biasing pump placed
between a supply container for hydraulic liquid and a cen-
tral filling connection of the hydraulic circuit. The addition
of such automatic biasing means to the steering system
has the result that the hydraulic pressure in the steering
circuit will always have - within determined limits - a con-
stant value, whereby the steering behaviour of the trailer
becomes more readily predictable and thus safer. Using
the biasing pump the quantity of hydraulic liquid in the
circuit, and thereby the pressure, can be maintained in
simple manner.
[0007] The invention now has for its object to further
improve the above described steering system.
[0008] According to a first aspect of the invention, this
is achieved in such a steering system in that the control
circuit comprises at least one pressure-relief valve ar-
ranged between the at least one absorbing element and
the at least one operating element and at least one con-
trollable non-return valve arranged between the pump of
the active control means and the at least one operating
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element, wherein the at least one pressure-relief valve
and the at least one controllable non-return valve are
integrated. By integrating the pressure-relief valve(s) and
the controllable non-return valve(s) a steering system is
obtained which has fewer separate components and
which can thereby be manufactured and maintained
more easily and at lower cost.
[0009] The at least one operating element preferably
acts in two directions and at least two integrated valves
connected in crosswise manner are incorporated in the
control circuit. Because of the crosswise connection both
valves are opened in the case of an overpressure on one
of the two sides of the operating element acting in two
directions, whereby the overpressure situation can be
quickly remedied.
[0010] The at least one operating element can have
two chambers here and a hydraulic conduit connecting
the pump of the active control means to one of the cham-
bers can have a branch which can be connected as con-
trol line to the integrated valve received in a conduit con-
necting the pump to the other chamber. Both conduits
can thus be wholly or substantially depressurized simul-
taneously in the case of an overpressure in one of the
conduits.
[0011] Provided according to another aspect of the in-
vention is a steering system which is provided with a pres-
sure-relief device arranged on an inlet side of the hydrau-
lic control circuit connected to a pressure side of the pump
of the active control means. Because of such a pressure-
relief device at the inlet all components of the hydraulic
control circuit, as well as all components connected to
this circuit, are protected against overload and possible
damage.
[0012] In an embodiment of this steering system the
pressure-relief device can comprise a pressure-relief
valve connected to a return conduit of the control circuit.
Because of the direct connection to the return conduit
the overpressure can be rapidly reduced.
[0013] According to yet another aspect of the invention,
a steering system is provided with two absorbing ele-
ments and two operating elements, wherein the control
circuit comprises a single pressure sensor which is con-
nected for signal generation to the pump of the active
control means. By making use of a single pressure sensor
instead of separate sensors for different conduits as in
the above mentioned patent NL 1029912 C2, a steering
system is obtained which can be manufactured and main-
tained more easily and at lower cost. There is moreover
a smaller chance of malfunctions with a single sensor.
[0014] According to an aspect of the invention, a con-
trol valve is arranged on an inlet side of the hydraulic
control circuit connected to a pressure side of the pump
of the active control means and the hydraulic control cir-
cuit has a filling connection, wherein the filling connection
is arranged upstream of the control valve. A more com-
pact and simpler assembly of the control circuit is
achieved by arranging the filling connection on the same
side of the circuit as the connection to the active control

means.
[0015] When use is made of a single pressure sensor
in this configuration, this pressure sensor is preferably
placed between the pump of the active control means
and the control valve. With a single sensor there a good
idea can be obtained of the pressure in the hydraulic
control circuit so that for instance the biasing system can
be activated in timely manner.
[0016] In yet another embodiment of the steering sys-
tem according to the invention a determined pressure is
maintained at the inlet side of the hydraulic control circuit
between the pump of the active control means and the
control valve, in particular a pressure of at least 5 bar,
and preferably at least 10 bar. Pressure fluctuations re-
sulting from temperature changes can be compensated
by maintaining this pressure.
[0017] When a pressure accumulator is then connect-
ed to the filling connection, the pressure can be main-
tained at the determined value in simple manner and for
a relatively long time.
[0018] According to yet another aspect of the invention,
the steering system is provided with controllable means
connected to the hydraulic control circuit for bleeding a
pressure prevailing in the control circuit. The system can
be depressurized by means of such pressure-bleeding
means. This is important for instance in the case of di-
visible trailers when two trailer parts have to be detached
from or, conversely, coupled to each other. The hydraulic
subsystems of the two trailer parts must here also be
uncoupled or, conversely, coupled, for which purpose
use is usually made of hydraulic rapid-action couplings.
Prior to detachment or coupling the system must be de-
pressurized in order to facilitate release and attachment
of the hydraulic rapid-action couplings. This moreover
prevents loss of hydraulic liquid occurring at the position
of the coupling.
[0019] When the pressure-bleeding means are con-
nectable to a return conduit of the control circuit, the hy-
draulic liquid can be easily returned to for instance a sup-
ply tank.
[0020] When the steering system is provided with two
absorbing elements and two operating elements, and
when the hydraulic control circuit comprises at least two
conduits connecting the absorbing elements to the op-
erating elements, the pressure-bleeding means for each
conduit can comprise a pressure-bleeding valve. Each
conduit can thus be depressurized quickly and easily.
The outfeeds of the different pressure-bleeding valves
can be connected here via a collection conduit to the
return conduit of the control circuit.
[0021] The hydraulic control circuit is preferably ac-
commodated in a housing. Because of such a housing,
also referred to as control block or manifold, a compact
unit is obtained which is easy to handle and which can
be mounted at a desired position on the trailer.
[0022] The pressure-bleeding means can here also be
accommodated in the housing. Different functions of the
control circuit are thus structurally integrated, this en-
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hancing simplicity.
[0023] The invention also relates to a trailer comprising
a frame, a chassis supporting the frame and comprising
a number of wheels, at least some of which are steerable,
and means connected to the frame for coupling the trailer
to a tractive vehicle. Such a trailer is also known.
[0024] A trailer according to the invention is distin-
guished from conventional trailers of this type by a steer-
ing system as described above arranged between the
coupling means and the steerable wheels.
[0025] In an embodiment of the trailer the at least one
hydraulic absorbing element is connected to the coupling
means. A movement of the coupling means, for instance
a fifth-wheel coupling or a front axle assembly with pole,
is thus easily converted to a corresponding steering
movement of the steerable wheels.
[0026] Finally, the invention further relates to a hydrau-
lic control circuit evidently intended for use in a steering
system as described above.
[0027] The invention is now elucidated on the basis of
an embodiment, wherein reference is made to the ac-
companying drawing, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic side view of a trailer in which a
steering system according to the invention is applied,
Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of an embodiment
of the steering system according to the invention,
Fig. 3 shows on enlarged scale a detail of the steering
system of fig. 2, and
Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a housing or control
block in which a hydraulic control circuit according
to the invention is received.

[0028] A trailer 3 (fig. 1) comprises a frame 46, a chas-
sis 47 supporting the frame and means 45 connected to
frame 46 for coupling trailer 3 to a tractive vehicle (not
shown here). Chassis 47 comprises in this example a
first axle line with directly steerable wheels 2 and two
axle lines 48 with wheels having steering movements
which are derived from those of the directly steerable
wheels 2. A system 1 for steering the directly steerable
wheels 2 of trailer 3 which is arranged between coupling
means 45 and steerable wheels 2 comprises two hydrau-
lic elements 4 (fig. 2) for absorbing movements of the
tractive vehicle. These hydraulic absorbing elements 4,
which are connected here to the schematically shown
coupling means 45, are each formed by a cylinder having
a piston 6 therein which divides cylinder 5 into two cham-
bers 7, 8. Connected to each chamber 7, 8 is a conduit
9, 10 which forms part of a hydraulic control circuit 11.
[0029] This hydraulic control circuit 11 leads to two hy-
draulic operating elements 12, which are each connected
to one of the steerable wheels 2. Each hydraulic operat-
ing element 12 is again formed by a cylinder 13 in which
a piston 14 is movably received. Piston 14 divides cylin-
der 13 into two chambers 15, 16, which are each con-
nected to a conduit 17, 18 of the hydraulic control circuit.
[0030] Hydraulic control circuit 11 further comprises

four taps 19 for mutually uncoupling absorbing elements
4 and operating elements 12 as required.
[0031] Hydraulic control circuit 11 is designed such that
both conduits 9 running from chambers 7 of absorbing
elements 4 are connected to conduits 17 running to
chambers 15 of operating elements 12, while conduits
10 running from chambers 8 are connected to conduits
18 running to chambers 16. In this manner chambers 7,
8 and 15, 16 are as it were connected in parallel, in the
sense that a chamber for the associated piston in the one
cylinder is connected in each case to a corresponding
chamber for the piston in the other cylinder, and vice
versa.
[0032] Due to this arrangement, when taps 19 are po-
sitioned such that absorbing elements 4 and operating
elements 12 are connected to each other, steering move-
ments of the tractive vehicle which result in the retracting
or extending of pistons 6 of absorbing elements 4 are
transmitted via hydraulic control circuit 11 to operating
elements 12, the pistons 14 of which elements are then
extended or retracted so that a steering movement is
imparted to wheels 2.
[0033] The components of steering system 1 de-
scribed up to this point provide for a passive or forced
steering, wherein hydraulic absorbing elements 4 and
operating elements 12 connected thereto ensure that
steerable wheels 2 automatically follow the movements
of the tractive vehicle relative to trailer 3 during travel.
[0034] In addition however, steering system 1 also
comprises means 20 with which wheels 2 can be actively
steered. Such an active steering or steering adjustment
is important when for a determined manoeuvre wheels
2 must have a movement other than that which they make
on the basis of the position of the tractive vehicle, for
instance when driving over a roundabout or during pre-
cise manoeuvres on a factory site.
[0035] These active control means 20 comprise a
pump 21 which is driven by an electric motor 44 and with
which hydraulic liquid can be carried from a tank 22 into
circuit 11 via a pressure line 26. In addition, active control
means 20 comprise a control valve 23 with three posi-
tions, using which the direction in which the liquid is
pumped into hydraulic control circuit 11 can be selected
by a user. Active control means 20 also comprise a return
conduit 85 from control valve 23 to tank 22.
[0036] Control valve 23 is embodied here as an elec-
tronically operated control slide valve with automatic mid-
dle position which receives control commands inputted
by the user via a control panel or a remote control, where-
by the slide valve can be moved to the left or right. For
this purpose one of the coils 24, 25 acting on control slide
valve 23 can be energized as desired so that the slide
valve is moved in the desired direction counter to the
action of two springs 59. One of the two conduits seg-
ments 61, 62 in the hydraulic control circuit 11 is hereby
connected instead of the middle segment 60 functioning
as closing valve.
[0037] The left conduit segment 61 connects pressure
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line 26 to bypass lines 29 of the first and third integrated
valve units 27 (as seen from left to right), and so to cham-
ber 16 of the upper hydraulic operating element 12 (as
seen in the drawing) and to chamber 15 of the lower
operating element 12. Piston 14 of the one operating el-
ement 12 is hereby extended and that of the other re-
tracted so that wheels 2 on either side of trailer 3 undergo
a steering movement in the same direction. The hydraulic
liquid which is forced out of the opposite chamber 15 of
respectively the upper operating element 12 and cham-
ber 16 of lower operating element 12 by the movement
of piston 14 is fed via respectively the second and the
fourth integrated valve unit 27 back to the left conduit
segment 61 of control valve 23, and from there via return
conduit 85 to tank 22. This will however only take place
when the pressure of the hydraulic liquid in these cham-
bers exceeds the opening pressure of pressure-relief
valves 28. As long as this is not the case, the hydraulic
liquid will remain in circuit 11 and will then increase the
pressure there.
[0038] In similar manner the right conduit segment 62
connects pressure line 26 to bypass lines 29 of the sec-
ond and fourth integrated valve units 27, and so to cham-
ber 15 of the upper hydraulic operating element 12 and
to chamber 15 of the lower operating element 12. This
results in a steering movement of wheels 2 in the opposite
direction. Here too the hydraulic liquid from the other
chambers of operating elements 12 is fed back via the
other valve units, so here the first and third integrated
valve unit.
[0039] In the known system according to NL 1029912
C2 the active control means comprise a system of con-
trolled non-return valves with crosswise-connected con-
trol lines, which valves are connected between the con-
trol valve and the hydraulic operating elements. In addi-
tion, the automatic or passive control according to NL
1029912 C2 comprises a number of pressure-relief
valves, each with a bypass line with a non-return valve
therein. These pressure-relief valves are connected be-
tween the hydraulic absorbing elements and the taps.
[0040] According to an aspect of the invention, the con-
trolled non-return valves and the pressure-relief valves
are integrated in each case in a single valve unit 27, of
which there are therefore four in the shown embodiment.
Each integrated valve unit comprises a pressure-relief
valve 28, a bypass line 29 and a non-return valve 30
accommodated therein. Because of the integration of dif-
ferent functions in each valve unit 27 the number of sep-
arate components in the circuit can be minimized. In the
shown embodiment the integrated valve units 27 are con-
nected parallel to conduit parts 31 between taps 19 and
chambers 15, 16 of hydraulic operating elements 12.
[0041] Each pressure-relief valve 28 has two inlets, a
first inlet 32 on which the pressure prevailing in the as-
sociated conduit part 31 acts, and a second inlet 33 on
which the pressure prevailing downstream of the adja-
cent pressure-relief valve 28 acts. The adjacent pres-
sure-relief valve 28 forms part of the valve unit connected

to the same hydraulic absorbing element 4. Outlet 34 of
each pressure-relief valve 28 is connected to bypass line
29 of its own valve unit and to that of a valve unit 27
connected to the hydraulic operating element 12 other
than that to which the associated absorbing element 4 is
connected. In the case of an overpressure, here a pres-
sure of more than 235 bar, the different conduits of hy-
draulic control circuit 11 are thus connected crosswise
to each other. In addition, outlet 34 of each pressure-
relief valve 28 is connected as control signal to second
inlet 33 of both the adjacent pressure-relief valve 28 and
a pressure-relief valve 28 adjacent to valve unit 27, the
bypass line 29 of which is utilized.
[0042] Hydraulic control unit 11 comprises a biasing
part 35 situated between pump 21 of active control means
20 and control valve 23. Because the biasing part is lo-
cated on the same side of control valve 23 as pump 21,
there is no necessity for a separate filling opening at an-
other position within hydraulic control circuit 11, as was
the case in the system according to NL 1029912 C2. This
further simplifies the circuit. A determined minimal pres-
sure is maintained in this biasing part 35, for instance a
pressure of 5 bar, or even of 10 bar. Because of this
minimal pressure or bias in biasing part 35 the pressure
in steering system 1 will as a whole always be constant
within determined limits. The steering behaviour of the
trailer hereby becomes more readily predictable and thus
safer. Pressure fluctuations resulting from temperature
differences can be compensated by the bias.
[0043] A pressure-relief device 36 is incorporated in
biasing part 35. This pressure-relief device 36 prevents
hydraulic control circuit 11 as a whole being exposed to
an overpressure. In the shown embodiment this safety
device comprises a pressure-relief valve 37 which is con-
nected in parallel to control valve 23 and which is con-
nected via a pressure-relief line 38 to return conduit 85
of active control means 20. Pressure-relief valve 37 can
for instance have an opening pressure of 200 bar.
[0044] In order to hold biasing part 35 at tension use
is made of the - in this example electrically driven - pump
21 of the active control means. The pressure in biasing
part 35 is detected by a central pressure sensor 39 con-
nected to return conduit 85. The assembly of hydraulic
control circuit 11 is further simplified by making use of a
central sensor 39 instead of separate sensors connected
to the different conduits as in NL 1029912 C2.
[0045] When too low a pressure is detected in biasing
part 35, pump 21 is started and hydraulic liquid is pressed
through pressure line 26. When control valve 23 takes
up the shown middle position, the liquid is again fed back
through return conduit 85 to tank 22, wherein it must pass
through a non-return valve 40 with adjustable resistance.
This non-return valve 40 is set to the desired value of the
bias, for instance 10 bar. As long as the pressure in bi-
asing part 35 is lower than 10 bar, non-return valve 40
will thus not open, and pump 21 will therefore have to
supply more pressure. As soon as the opening pressure
of 10 bar is reached, the hydraulic liquid can flow to tank
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22 until the pressure in biasing part 35 once again drops
below the opening pressure. A filter 41 is further also
arranged in tank 22.
[0046] Two adjustable non-return valves 63 are further
arranged in biasing part 35, whereby hydraulic liquid can
be drawn from pressure line 26 or return conduit 85 in
order to compensate pressure fluctuations which can be
the result of for instance the difference between an inward
and outward stroke of a hydraulic operating element 12.
These non-return valves 63 are set here to a very low
opening pressure of for instance 0.2 bar.
[0047] Further connected to biasing part 35 is a filling
opening 42 through which hydraulic liquid can be sup-
plied from an external source. Connected to filling open-
ing 42 in the shown embodiment is an accumulator 43
which is filled with hydraulic liquid as long as pump 21 is
operational. A determined quantity of liquid is thus col-
lected in this accumulator 43 under the pressure devel-
oped by pump 21 and held in place by non-return valve
40. When pump 21 is not operational and pressure fluc-
tuations occur as a result of temperature differences,
these can be compensated by the liquid in accumulator
43.
[0048] In the shown embodiment the steering system
1 is further provided with controllable means 49 for bleed-
ing a pressure prevailing in hydraulic control circuit 11.
These pressure-bleeding means 49, which are connect-
ed to circuit 11, are particularly important when steering
system 1 is applied in a divisible trailer. The hydraulic
systems of the different parts must in that case be con-
nected to each other when the trailer is assembled, or
be uncoupled when the trailer is divided. To this end the
hydraulic subsystems have to be depressurized.
[0049] Pressure-bleeding means 49 comprise in the
shown embodiment four pressure-bleeding valves 50
which can each be connected to a pressure-bleeding line
51 which is connected to one of the conduits parts 31.
Pressure-bleeding valves 50 are received in conduits 52
which come together in a controllable main pressure-
bleeding valve 53. This main valve 53 is biased to its
closed position by a spring 54 and can be opened by
operating a button 55. The main pressure-bleeding valve
53 can be connected to a central pressure-bleeding line
56 leading to tank 22. Pressure-bleeding means 49 are
accommodated here in a separate housing 57 which can
be connected to a housing 58 - also referred to as control
block or manifold - in which the other components of hy-
draulic control circuit 11 are accommodated. It is other-
wise also possible to envisage pressure-bleeding means
49 being integrated with the rest of circuit 11 in the hous-
ing or control block 58.
[0050] Housing or control block 58 is provided with a
large number of connections (fig. 4). There are thus con-
nections 64-67 for conduits 9, 10 of the two hydraulic
absorbing elements 4. These connections 64-67 are also
indicated in diagrams with the colours green (G), blue
(B), yellow (GE) and red (R) as seen from top to bottom
in fig. 2 and fig. 3 and the suffix L (for the left-hand side

of the diagram). Control block 58 also has four connec-
tions 68-71 for conduits 17, 18 to the two hydraulic op-
erating elements 12, also referred to as GR, BR, GER
and RR. Situated therebetween are connections 72-75
with which each of the conduits 17, 18 can be separately
brought under pressure with hydraulic liquid from an ex-
ternal source. This can take place in order to realize a
purely manual steering of each wheel 2 individually, or
for test purposes. Further shown are a connection 76 for
the pressure line and a connection 77 for the return con-
duit, as well as filling connection 42. All these connections
are brought together in a wall 78 of control block 58,
whereby connection of conduits to control block 58 is
relatively simple.
[0051] Arranged on another wall 79 of the control block
are four blocks 80 in which taps 19 are accommodated.
These taps can be operated separately by hand with han-
dles 81. In the shown embodiment housing 57 of pres-
sure-bleeding means 49 is fixed against a short wall 82
of control block 58 by means of four fastening elements
83. As stated, the pressure-bleeding mechanism is not
necessary when steering system 1 is used for a non-
divisible trailer. Housing 57 can in that case be omitted
and the ends of pressure-bleeding lines 51 can be closed,
for instance capped.
[0052] The operation of the above described steering
system 1 is now as follows.
[0053] When the taps are in the position as shown in
figures 2 and 3, hydraulic absorbing elements 4 are di-
rectly connected via conduits 9, 10, conduits parts 31
and conduits 17, 18 to the hydraulic operating elements
12. The steerable wheels 2 then follow the movements
of coupling means 45.
[0054] In this situation steering of wheels 2 can also
be adjusted by activating pump 21 and moving control
valve 23 to one of the two sides by energizing the solenoid
24 or 25. Depending on the position of control valve 23,
the pressure in one of the conduits 17 and in one of the
conduits 18 is then increased so that a steering move-
ment of wheels 2 as a result of a movement of coupling
means 45 is reinforced or, conversely, counteracted.
[0055] When taps 19 are switched, hydraulic operating
elements 12 are uncoupled from hydraulic absorbing el-
ements 4. Conduits 9, 10 are then connected to a collec-
tion conduit 84 leading to return conduit 85 and tank 22,
while conduits 17, 18 leading to hydraulic operating ele-
ments 12 are still connected to pump 21 of active control
means 20 only via the integrated valve units 27 and con-
trol valve 23.
[0056] As long as control valve 23 then remains in its
closed middle position, operating elements 12 are wholly
isolated from a central source of hydraulic liquid and they
can be moved only by supplying hydraulic liquid via the
associated connections 72-75. This case relates to a
purely manual operation.
[0057] As soon as control valve 23 is moved out of its
middle position, operating elements 12 are connected to
biasing part 35 and they can be supplied with hydraulic
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liquid, either by activating pump 21 or from accumulator
43. Depending on the position of control valve 23, wheels
2 are then moved in the one or the other direction. This
method of controlling wheels 2 can be applied by itself,
or in combination with the above described manual con-
trol.
[0058] The invention thus makes it possible with rela-
tively simple means to steer the wheels 2 of a trailer 3 in
many different ways in passive or following manner as
well as actively. Functions of the steering system are
integrated as far as possible here in order to minimize
the number of separate components and to simplify the
assembly of the hydraulic control circuit as much as pos-
sible.
[0059] Although the invention is described above with
reference to an embodiment, it will be apparent that it is
not limited thereto but can be varied in many ways. The
biasing part of the circuit could thus be embodied with a
mechanically or pneumatically driven pump instead of an
electrically driven pump. The placing options for the dif-
ferent components could also be other than in the em-
bodiment shown here. In addition, the different new as-
pects of the system could also be applied individually
while retaining the associated advantages. The scope of
the invention is therefore defined solely by the following
claims.

Claims

1. System for steering steerable wheels of a trailer,
comprising:

- at least one hydraulic element for absorbing a
movement of a vehicle pulling the trailer, which
hydraulic absorbing element is connected for
signal generation to a hydraulic control circuit,
- at least one hydraulic operating element con-
nected to the control circuit and acting on a steer-
able wheel, and
- means connected to the hydraulic control cir-
cuit for actively steering the steerable wheels,
which active control means comprise a pump,

characterized in that the control circuit comprises
at least one pressure-relief valve arranged between
the at least one absorbing element and the at least
one operating element and at least one controllable
non-return valve arranged between the pump of the
active control means and the at least one operating
element, wherein the at least one pressure-relief
valve and the at least one controllable non-return
valve are integrated in a single valve unit.

2. System as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that
the at least one operating element acts in two direc-
tions and at least two integrated valves connected
in crosswise manner are incorporated in the control

circuit.

3. System as claimed in claim 2, characterized in that
the at least one operating element has two chambers
and a hydraulic conduit connecting the pump of the
active control means to one of the chambers has a
branch which is connected as control line to the in-
tegrated valve received in a conduit connecting the
pump to the other chamber.

4. System as claimed in any of the foregoing claims,
characterized by a pressure-relief device arranged
on an inlet side of the hydraulic control circuit con-
nected to a pressure side of the pump of the active
control means, optionally wherein the pressure-relief
device comprises a pressure-relief valve connected
to a return conduit of the control circuit.

5. System as claimed in any of the foregoing claims,
characterized by two absorbing elements and two
operating elements, wherein the control circuit com-
prises a single pressure sensor which is connected
for signal generation to the pump of the active control
means.

6. System as claimed in any of the foregoing claims,
characterized in that a control valve is arranged on
an inlet side of the hydraulic control circuit connected
to a pressure side of the pump of the active control
means and that the hydraulic control circuit has a
filling connection, wherein the filling connection is
arranged upstream of the control valve.

7. System as claimed in claims 5 and 6, characterized
in that the single pressure sensor is placed between
the pump of the active control means and the control
valve.

8. System as claimed in claim 6 or 7, characterized in
that a determined pressure is maintained at the inlet
side of the hydraulic control circuit between the pump
of the active control means and the control valve, in
particular a pressure of at least 5 bar, and preferably
at least 10 bar, optionally wherein a pressure accu-
mulator is connected to the filling connection.

9. System as claimed in any of the foregoing claims,
characterized by controllable means connected to
the hydraulic control circuit for bleeding a pressure
prevailing in the control circuit.

10. System as claimed in claim 9, characterized in that
the pressure-bleeding means are connectable to a
return conduit of the control circuit.

11. System as claimed in claim 9 or 10, characterized
by two absorbing elements and two operating ele-
ments, wherein the hydraulic control circuit compris-
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es at least two conduits connecting the absorbing
elements to the operating elements, and the pres-
sure-bleeding means for each conduit comprise a
pressure-bleeding valve.

12. System as claimed in any of the foregoing claims,
characterized in that the hydraulic control circuit is
accommodated in a housing, optionally wherein the
pressure-bleeding means are accommodated in the
housing.

13. Trailer, comprising a frame, a chassis supporting the
frame and comprising a number of wheels, at least
some of which are steerable, and means connected
to the frame for coupling the trailer to a tractive ve-
hicle, characterized by a system as claimed in any
of the foregoing claims arranged between the cou-
pling means and the steerable wheels.

14. Trailer as claimed in claim 13, characterized in that
the at least one hydraulic absorbing element is con-
nected to the coupling means.

15. Hydraulic control circuit, evidently intended for use
in a system as claimed in any of the claims 1-12.

13 14 
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